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Content
¯ Making the most out of limited resources - by realising multi-goal projects and
bringing in additional money and know-how
¯ First Challenge: Where there’s a will, there’s a way – but sometimes: The will to
cooperate is lacking
¯ Second Challenge: Multiple partners, multiple conflicts - different needs, perspectives, values
¯ Third Challenge: Financing the last part – volunteers and much paper work
¯ Fourth Challenge: Financing in the long term – negatives and positives of limited
project financing
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Integrated Financing and Social Cohesion
Making the most out of limited resources - by realising multi-goal
projects and bringing in additional money and know-how
Let’s continue on our enlightening exchange about integrated projects. Now we have
the important topic of financing. We all know: Nothing works without money.
Financing in integrated approaches and projects mostly means mixed or pooled financing. Pooling different resources in integrated projects mostly is:
¯ a must because of different financial responsibilities
¯ a chance for additional money to enlarge activities
¯ an expression for the inclusion of different partner's activities and commitment
The following charts remind us just how complex it is to bring the different resources
together.
Different resources and responsibilities

We already talked about the ESF and EADF-Programmes. In several European countries
we fortunately already have integrated financing programmes for the development of
deprived neighbourhoods, which bring together EU, federal, regional and local financial resources. Through this, quality standards, accountability and knowledge transfer
also improve. In our field of social cohesion in deprived neighbourhoods in Germany,
for example, this takes the form of the "Social City Programme", in France the “Grand
Projects de Ville”, in the Netherlands the “Stedelijk Beheer” and in Great Britain the
“Working Neighbourhood Fund”. But of course this covers only a part of the needs of
pooled financing.
There are many challenges concerning the financing of projects with multiple goals,
multiple budgets, multiple responsibilities and further participating partners. In addition to my own experience in city and project consulting - I talked to some experienced partners in the municipalities and projects developers, mostly NGO’s. In literature and documents you find very little clear information about this. Everybody likes
to keep the secrets of their success to themselves.
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I want to concentrate on four important challenges of putting integrated projects and
integrated financing into practise. I will bring in more examples from Germany and I
hope this all will open up a larger discussion.
Let‘s start with an example: the Sports and Cultural Centre in Ludwigsburg-Eglosheim.
I like this example of integrated projects very much because it makes more out of limited resources. It is a normal big gymnasium – which exists in all bigger neighbourhoods. These gymnasiums are important centres for the local people - integration
spots - because all social economic groups – including the poor and migrant groups –
like to use local amenities for sports. (The locations of other leisure activities are often
spread over the region).
In Eglosheim they built only a small additional multifunctional room – beyond the
normal very standardized regulations for gymnasiums – and this and the cooperation
between different stakeholders opened up a lot of further activities, turning a normal
specialized gymnasium into a community centre.
Sports and Cultural Centre – no longer a centre only for sports - Project
Enhancement

Mixed financing:
¯ The big German urban renewal programme – the Social City Programme. (financed by the
EU, federal, regional and local resources) – especially the building costs
¯ Normal budget resources of the departments and divisions - especially the running costs of
the gymnasium
¯ Project financing – microproject programme, financed by the EU (ESF), managed by a federal service-office – project enhancing – neighbourhood activities
¯ Projects for the unemployed are often financed by programmes of the federal employment
office – but not in this case, because it was low level and a citizen‘s initiative, which didn‘t
fit into the existing programme (here financed by microcredit-programme)
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The project enhancement is:
1) At the lunch and info point they offer warm and affordable meals three days a
week, the room is also an information and meeting point for volunteers.
2) Service and maintenance is done by a project pushing for the qualification and support of unemployed women.
3) The room is used by different social organisations and volunteers for sports, livelong learning and advice.
4) A „Round table“ was launched – a stable organisation to enable coordination in the
neighbourhood and the follow-up of the local action plan.
Even for the realisation of a small more integrated project like the enlargement of the
sports and cultural centre in Ludwigsburg-Eglosheim, a lot of cooperation was necessary. Especially involved divisions of the municipality are: urban development, sports,
social & citizen‘s affairs – belonging to different departments on the higher level of
the municipality organisation.

First Challenge: Where there’s a will, there’s a way – but sometimes: The will to cooperate is lacking
The first very important challenge is the different partners will to cooperate, which is
sometimes lacking, especially when you want somebody to contribute to the financing. And there is often a big difference between what is promised and what is done.
This often even happens between responsible bodies of the same institution.
So motivation and moderation are fundamental to strengthen the will to cooperate
and to contribute.

¯
Cartoon from: Hermann Will (2000): Mini-Handbuch Vortrag
und Präsentation – Für Ihren nächsten Auftritt vor Publikum

¯ Traditions of non-cooperation negative images
¯ Fear of more work and less individual power, fear of criticism
¯ Communication mistakes
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Sometimes there are traditions of non-cooperation, because of negative images,
different corporate cultures, competition, especially when departments are headed
by directors belonging to different political parties.
¯ Sometimes there is a fear of more work and of less individual power or a fear of
criticism. It is a fact that concentration increases work load. In every bureaucracy,
tendencies to protect the claims of one’s own department exist. Work load and
time schedules often grow because of long paths due to the ladder of hierarchy in
bureaucracy – the decision between the responsible employees must first be approved by each of their bosses.
¯ Last but not least - communication mistakes often happen:
This may be as simple as a colleague not feeling as if he has been invited to participate and him punishing this by his lack of cooperation. He can even boycott the
project by doing his job corresponding exactly to all regulations.
¯ Multi goal projects and those which are elaborated on by local people often don't
fit exactly into the given regulations - they often depend on partners being willing
to help.

Second Challenge: Multiple partners, multiple conflicts - different
needs, perspectives, values
This is a normal case, many different parties often lead to internal conflict. There are
typical conflicts in everyday running, because of participant’s different needs, perspectives and values. Often they have to do with banal things like cleanliness, noise and
order and money is always a central issue. Tolerance is needed to harmonize diverse
usage.
Different interests, for example in active management, i.e. investment in publicity,
future renovation, often also depend on different financial abilities and compromises
are needed.
And it is important to realise that conflicts also arise during the lifecycle of different
development stages of projects because of changing conditions. There are risks, if a
partner:
¯ has to close down
¯ goes bankrupt
¯ grows much bigger than the other partners
¯ develops inappropriate bossy or other unacceptable behaviour.
Concerning solutions to run projects with several involved stakeholders there are
three important points:
¯ Clear contracts at the beginning (for the phases from the beginning through to the
end of the project )
¯ Clear responsibility of a running body with negotiating power
¯ Often the municipality is not the best running body because of a lack of negotiating power.
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Often it is a better solution, to establish a new running body or to find an existing
NGO. The municipality is politically vulnerable and susceptible to pressure by interest
and lobby groups. Another aspect is: the municipality is a powerful partner, people
develop a passive and demanding attitude and necessary bureaucratic regulations
diminish flexibility.

Sepp Buchegger © Weeber+Partner

The Oslo Street Factory in Berlin, a center for social and cultural work – which we visited during our kick-off meeting - is an example of a big, complex and professional
organisation and financing structure. Beneath you see the big number of users, which
all have their own financing – often these individual financing structures are also
mixed.
„Oslo Street Factory in Berlin“
– a center for social and cultural work
The main users of the Oslo Street Factory in Berlin
¯ a neighbourhood center (socially integrated work): café,
stage, meeting point.
¯ a museum for children (gGmbH)
Four social, nonprofit organisations:
¯ Wohnwerkstatt e.V.: youth career training workshop (metal
workers, bicycle mechanics)
¯ Durchbruch e.V: youth career training workshop (gas fitting,
plumbing)
¯ Putte e.V.: daycare center for children
¯ German Scout Association
Two private companies:
¯ A music school, especially for drums
¯ An ecological printing company

To run this, a new umbrella organisation was established, the Oslo Street Factory
(registered association). The main partners of the association are the main users
the neighbourhood center (NachbarschaftsEtage, registered association) and the
children‘s museum (Labyrinth Kindermuseum gGmbH).
The property was leased to them by the municipality. For the expensive building
renovation, the associations provided mainly man power – an in-kind contribution.
The main parts of the building and equipment investments were financed by three
different urban renewal programmes.
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The umbrella organisation rents the rooms to the named organisations. These
rental earnings and other earnings cover the running costs. Management staff are
financed by a relatively stable municipal budget for neighbourhood centres. The
other staff are paid by the job creation scheme. Altogether this is an example of a
complicated public private partnership, which shows a lot of synergy by the different partner's activities and commitment.
Organisation and financial structure
„Oslo Street Factory in Berlin“ – Neighbourhood Floor

Running body: Oslo Street Factory (registered association)
Property Owner: City State of Berlin
Financing of the
¯ renewal of the building: urban development programme1
(4.2 m. DM), equity capital (0.8 m. DM) – mainly manpower
¯ equipment: senate department for integration, social policy and employment/ social and
cultural work federation2/ rental earnings
¯ rent: property given lease free to the association
¯ running costs: rental earnings, earnings from café, donations
¯ Staff (management): 2 social workers paid by senate department for integration, social
policy and employment
¯ Staff (others): job creation scheme, delivered by the Job Centre (run by Federal Employment Office and Berlin)
1) Städtebauförderungsmaßnahme
2) „social and cutural work federation“ = Verband für sozial-kulturelle Arbeit

Third Challenge: Financing the last part – volunteers and much paper work
In many cases municipal and federal money makes a strong foundation but the
hard part is finding funding for the left over amounts.
For further project funding applications you need
¯ much paper work – reports, forms
¯ staff with sufficient work capacity
but:
¯ initiatives are often staffed by volunteers and non-professionals, who can’t afford
much effort
¯ external professionals must be paid
¯ municipal officers don’t have additional time
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¯ the ratio of working hours to the needed amount is sometimes not efficient
Institutions which give funding to social and cultural projects
¯ elaborate on specific tasks
¯ want innovative and new ideas.
And often there are difficulties, because the needed last amount doesn’t fit exactly
to the given requirements of funding projects and programmes. For example in one
town, the citizen’s planned community garden, was nearly impossible to finance
because the money for the fence was lacking. The responsible persons at the environment and garden department decided that a fence was a must in order to give
the usage of the municipality land over to the group. The fence couldn’t be paid for
by the Social City Programme – because the land was outside of the programme
area. The amount was not approved by the environment department’s budget, and
too high to be included in the budget for normal running costs. And you will not
be successful with a programme application by asking for money for a fence. The
hopeful idea of “Where there’s a will, there’s a way” doesn’t always function, this
depends on the good will of all partners.

Paper work - volunteers

Fourth Challenge: Financing in the long term – positives and negatives of limited project financing
Last but not least, financing in the long term is a big challenge of integrated projects –
with time involved, parties change their priorities, programmes close down or come
to an end.
A lot of integrated project funding also involves insecure short term resources. Using
mainly limited project financing is very much increasing nowadays, financing by regular municipal budgets is decreasing. The hope that the running bodies can earn
enough money to even cover the running costs is often not a realistic perspective.
This short term financing often leads to a structure of project hopping. There is a large
labour force in the cultural and social sector, which relies heavily on project hopping.
The negatives: The staff face job insecurity – they soon spend a lot of time planning
for the next ‘hop’, instead of concentrating on the project at hand.
This system also leads to a loss of knowledge-transfer and accomplishments are repeatedly lost.
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The positives: Projects must continually fight for funding – they don’t get lazy.
The municipality, also non-governmental organisations, gain more flexibility to adapt
priorities and budgets to actual needs and means.
One of hundreds of possible examples is the neighbourhood centre „In the Middle“ in
the Berlin High-Deck-Neighbourhood. Established in 2002, as the result of a local action plan, it was planned and realised with a lot of citizen‘s participation. Many activities take place there which improve social cohesion.
Neighbourhood Centre „In the middle“ („Mittendrin“) – Berlin-Neukölln, HighDeck- Neighbourhood

Regular exhibitions, a literature café, movie nights, consultation hours for the jobless, consultation hours by the police, senior gymnastics, belly dancing for women and children, collaborative
cooking, a monthly soup-day, a special breakfast for women every Wednesday, ....

In the chart you see the mixed financing structure by three urban renewal programmes, the participating housing company and the earnings by the running associations and the participation of the inhabitants.
Especially the decisive last three points – the financing of the staff - are insecure:
Project financing of the neighbourhood outreach workers is limited to a year. Every
year they have to invent something new to apply for the same project, which is
continually needed.
The Service Team is financed by the job creating scheme, which is limited to 6
months per person (possible limited continuation). This brings many staff changes.
And the management staff are financed by a programme which is due to come to
an end in the future. Then a new financing source has to be found. In the last years
staffing has already been reduced.
It is no coincidence that my examples here today are community centres with varied activities to strengthen social cohesion. Such concepts are often not part of
regular infrastructure in deprived neighbourhoods – especially in terms of staffing.
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Financing of the Neighbourhood Centre „In the Middle‘“ („Mittendrin“) – Berlin-Neukölln, High-Deck-Siedlung
Running body: a big nonprofit registered association 0/
Property owner: a housing company 1/ (Ltd.) (shareholder: Berlin)
Financing of the
¯ renewal of the building: 2 urban development programmes –
public space programme 2/ „Socially Integrative City Programme“3/
¯ equipment: special Berlin action programme one million Euros
for every deprived neighbourhood - 4/ public space programme
¯ rent: given lease free by the housing company, their commitment is important.
¯ running costs: in-kind contributions, earnings
¯ by inhabitants: activities like seasonal parties' rental earnings,
(birthday and wedding parties, etc.)
¯ Staff (Neighbourhood outreach workers - especially activities
concerning migrant people): project financing Microproject
programme, financed by the EU (ESF)
¯ Staff (Service Team): job creation scheme, delivered by the Job
Centre (run by Federal Employment Office and Berlin)
¯ Staff (professional management): „Socially Integrative City
Programme“, which is due to come to an end. A new financing
source has to be found.
0) running body: (Internationaler Bund e.V.) = a non-profit registered association, active
nationwide in Germany with regional offices - but it´s also involved in international projects in almost 30 countries! Subjects: mostly care work and vocational training
1) housing company (Ltd.), (Stadt und Land)
2) Wohnumfeldprogramm West
3) (Programm Soziale Stadt, financing partners: federal, federal state), local and EU
)

A stable public-private partnership and financing structure is often the ideal. A nice
and simple example of private and public cooperation is the centre for dancing and
rock ‘n‘ roll in the city of Tübingen. It also shows the advantages involved in this kind
of cooperation for the city.
The dance clubs were the drivers in launching the project. They run the building.
The city of Tübingen uses the gymnasium in the morning for school sports – and
they give a budget of usage-hours for low cost sports for handicapped people and
the elderly.
The property is owned by the city of Tübingen and is granted as a 50 year lease to
the dance companies at a very low rate. The city of Tübingen and the dance companies signed a contract and application agreement (Nutzungsvereinbarung). The
dance companies organized the renewal of the building, paid by both the dance
companies and the City. Rooms are hired out to private persons, other sports associations and to the city of Tübingen in the mornings.
Balanced public-private financing structures are often difficult to realise. Especially
in deprived neighbourhoods, capable private partners are rare. And it is difficult to
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earn enough money to pay the needed professional staff through commercial services or room rental and the like.
Centre for Competition Dancing and Rock´n´Roll in Tübingen

Running body: 2 local dance companies
Building owner: 2 local dance companies
Land owner: City of Tübingen
Financing of the
¯ renewal of the building: City of Tübingen and dance companies (equity capital: manpower and montage)
¯ equipment: dance companies' rental earnings, membership fees
¯ 50 year lease of the property: rental earnings, membership fees
¯ running costs: city of Tübingen (lump-sum for school sports), other rental earnings,
membership fees
¯ staff: rental earnings, membership fees

Mixed financing is surely part of more flexible, differentiated and optimized infrastructure concepts. It is also important to include citizen‘s activities and responsibilities. This brings action, users and the social and cultural capital into local life.
But in deprived neighbourhoods it is not seldom a compromise solution, due to the
lack of adequate and stable financing structures. We have to remember: It is peo-
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ple in the deprived areas in their every-day-life, who create integration for the
entire city, not the people in the segregated upper-class areas. So it is only fair that
these efforts should have the best support: with the best schools, space for children's and youth activities, a colourful neighbourhood life etc. and the infrastructure to do this.
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